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Ascot Tote Bag
112528
Robust tote bag with a base gusset for added capacity
which is manufactured from 280gsm natural heavy cotton
canvas. It has a zippered top closure and on trend long
brown PU handles which are ideal for carrying it on a
shoulder.

Avenue Elite Tote Bag
111452
Premium tote bag with a rounded gusset
and a sewn in base for added capacity. It is
manufactured from poly-canvas that is woven
with different coloured fibres to create a very
fashionable heather style two tone fabric. Other
features include a zippered front pocket, a secure
zippered top closure and long woven carry
handles so it can be comfortably carried on a
shoulder.

Kinder Baby Bag
115176
Luxury baby bag which is manufactured from
trendy 190T patterned dobby polyester with
a pongee lining. It features a heavily padded
main compartment with a zippered closure
which has one large padded inner pocket and
two smaller unpadded pockets. Kinder has
a large external pocket with a Velcro closure
on one side and a large zippered external
pocket with two inner pockets on the other.
It has a removable foam filled changing pad
with a waterproof PEVA surface that is easily
wiped clean or washed. Other features include
two padded end pockets for bottles and
long woven handles so it can be carried on a
shoulder.
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Portland Toiletry Bag
114094
Stylish toiletry bag with a carry handle and a zippered
closure which is manufactured from leather look PU.

Manhattan Toiletry Bag
114092
Toiletry bag with a carry handle and a smart shiny
chrome zip. It is manufactured from poly-canvas that
is woven with different coloured fibres to create a very
fashionable heather style two tone fabric.

Swiss Peak Toilet Bag
108607
Travel in style with the luxury Swiss Peak toilet
bag. It is manufactured from 1680D polyester
with one main compartment containing four
smaller compartments, two mesh open pockets,
one mesh zippered pocket and a handy hook.
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Swiss Peak Weekend/Sport Bag
109994
Swiss Peak have thoughtfully combined smart design with
the needs of a busy lifestyle to create an outstanding multipurpose duffle bag which is ideal for long weekends or as a
sports or gym bag. It is manufactured from a combination
of 600D and 1680D polyester and it’s many features include
a large main compartment with a U shaped zip opening, a
side entry shoe compartment with an air vent, an adjustable
shoulder strap, a unique water bottle holder and a zippered
side pocket.

Milford Duffle Bag
111454
Carry on size duffle bag which is manufactured from
poly-canvas that has been woven with different
coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather
style two tone fabric. It has woven carry handles
with a Velcro cuff and an adjustable woven shoulder
strap which is removable. Other features include two
zippered end pockets, a zippered side pocket and a
tough 600D polyester base.

Horizon Duffle Bag
107665
Contoured duffle bag which is manufactured from
strong 600D polyester with attractive patterned
ripstop nylon accents and distinctive coloured
piping. It has woven carry handles with a Velcro
cuff and a padded woven shoulder strap which is
adjustable and removable. Horizon features three
external zippered compartments, one of which is
an extended waterproof inner bag for shoes or wet
clothing. Other features include an adjustable water
bottle holder, a reinforced base with plastic feet and
an outer mesh pocket.
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Bobby Anti≠ Theft Backpack
111278
The Bobby Anti-Theft Backpack from XD DESIGN has a myriad of security and safety features. It has a unique zero entry main zip
closure, two secure hidden pockets, reflective night safety strips and cut resistant internal panels on the front and sides. Bobby has
breathable back and shoulder padding and a revolutionary weight dispersal system which effectively reduces shoulder weight by
up to 20%. Other features include the choice of three opening angles, an external phone charging port, a luxury carry handle and a
luggage strap so it can slide onto a rolling suitcase handle. The outer construction has two layers of tough waterproof polyester with
shock absorbing foam and the cut resistant panels sandwiched between them. All of the internal pockets are padded and Bobby is
presented in an unbleached cardboard gift box with carry handles.

Artemis Laptop Backpack
109074
Two compartment backpack which is manufactured from 600D polyester with
decorative ripstop nylon accents and smart coloured piping. It has a padded back
for comfortable carrying, padded woven shoulder straps which are adjustable and
a fully padded internal laptop compartment. Other features include an internal
pocket for a tablet, a zippered front pocket, a padded carry handle and two mesh
side pockets.
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Swiss Peak Outdoor
Backpack
109999
Stylish Swiss Peak backpack which is manufactured from a
combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. It has one large
main compartment and comfortable padding on the back.
Other features include padded woven shoulder straps which are
adjustable, two mesh side pockets, a woven carry handle and
adjustable external straps for holding additional gear.

Swiss Peak Outdoor Laptop
Backpack
112159
Carry a laptop anywhere in safety and style with Swiss Peak. This smart
laptop bag doesn’t rely on zips and has a flap-over closure which
features two strong snap buckles that provide much easier access for
a laptop and it is well protected by the heavy duty padding inside. It is
manufactured from 600D polyester and has a drawstring front pocket
with a vertical zip for added storage. Other features include a padded
tablet sleeve with a zippered closure, several internal organiser pockets,
a luxury padded back panel for extra carrying comfort and padded
woven shoulder straps which are adjustable.

Swiss Peak Sling Laptop
Backpack
109997
Swiss Peak innovation is at its best with this smart urban style
sling bag which is manufactured from a combination of 600D and
1680D polyester. The comfortable, extra wide single shoulder
strap allows the bag to be rotated to the front of the body and
accessed without taking it off. Other features include a secure
phone pocket on the shoulder strap, a fully padded laptop
compartment, a tablet sleeve, three external zippered pockets
and a carry handle.
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Swiss Peak 38cm Laptop Bag
109998
Superb Swiss Peak laptop bag which is manufactured from a
combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. It has a padded
laptop compartment, a tablet sleeve and a padded woven
shoulder strap which is fully adjustable and detachable. Other
features include woven carry handles with a Velcro cuff, a
zippered front organiser pocket and a rear luggage sleeve that
slides over the handle of a rolling suitcase.

Luxor Conference Satchel
113114
Impressive conference or business satchel with padding
to protect both a laptop and a tablet. It is manufactured
from 300D polyester and has carry handles with a Velcro
wrap as well as an adjustable shoulder strap. Luxor has
a zippered top closure, a zippered front pocket and a
vertical zippered pocket which is padded for a tablet.
Other features include a padded internal divider, a mesh
end pocket and a business card holder on the reverse.

Herald Business Satchel
111457
Large padded business or conference satchel which is
manufactured from polycanvas that is woven with different
coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style
two tone fabric. It has both carry handles and an adjustable
shoulder strap which is removable. Other features include an
internal padded laptop compartment, a large front pocket with
a hidden zippered closure and a robust 600D polyester base.
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